
Wet Suit Socks In OffBelay 5313, Murray Tofi advocates the use offoamed neoprene wet suit
diving socks with an oversized single climbing boot as a practical solution to keeping ones feet
warm in the mountains. He contends that this provides an effective double boot which is lighter,
less bulky and much warmer than conventional double boots currently on sale. The use of this
type of sock relies on the vapour barrier principle, and prevents perspiration from the foot
escaping eventually to the outside air and cooling the foot by evaporation. The author converted
from a French made pair ofdouble boots to a single Austrian boot with a neoprene inner and was
able to climb waterfall ice with the temperature at-30°F in comparative comfort. It is suggested
that it is not a good idea to try to cram a diving sock inside a single boot that one already
owns-this merely causes constriction and results in cold feet from restricted circulation. It is
necessary to buy a pair of diving socks and then a pair of single boots to fit them. To increase
insulation, a boot without a steel stiffener would be preferable in conjunction with a foamed
neoprene insole; both prevent heat escaping through the boot sole. Care needs to be taken to see
that the external finish of the sock is suitable for hut wear, some types having an exterior nylon
'fuzz' which can snag on floors, but which makes entry into the boot easier. The only difficulty
seems to be the expected one of sweaty feet. On multi-day climbs it is necessary to change the
socks every day and to dry them out (in ones sleeping bag is suggested). Prolonged wear can
apparently lead to trench foot.

Nordic Ski-ing Boots There seems to have been a considerable increase in interest in the use
of Nordic style ski touring equipment in recent years particularly in the USA, where it is often
the ideal mode of travel in remote mountain and wilderness areas. They undoubtedly have
advantages of light weight and simplicity as compared with normal piste or short skis used with
skins for ski touring.

Off Belay 4819 has an article by Ken Horwitz on Nordic ski boots, which while it quotes as
examples makes available in North America, is of general interest in that the details of
construction and design are discussed and bad examples of these identified so that they can be
avoided. As the author indicates, boots are far more important than any other single piece of the
ski tourer's equipment. The torsional resistance of the boot is of paramount importance, ie its
ability to resist twisting or wringing. Boots deficient in this respect allow the heel to slip off the ski
with consequent loss of control. However, this characteristic has to be balanced against the need
to allow the boot to flex forward when walking, which in practice requires some sort of
compromise. This is achieved by proper construction of the sole of the boot·. Those which
perform best in this respect are ones with a composite stitched sole construction, ie a number of
layers ofleather and/or rubber which allow the forward flexing movement but which are highly
resistant to flexing movements. This helps to keep the skier's heel firmly centred on the heel
plate in downhill turns.

The alternative method of construction is the injection moulded sole, which used to be a
cheaper method of manufacture but which tends to produce a product which has poorer
torsional resistance and which also suffers from delamination in use, ie the upper peeling back
from the sole. More recently, some injection moulded boots have included a leather or plastic
stiffener in the sole which makes them suitably resistant to twist. A further disadvantage of
injection moulded boots is that they are not easily repaired, whereas stitched boots can be
mended in the conventional way.

Science Notes 1980

Tom Connor

Satellite observations of the earth's surface The American Spate Agency, NASA, has
mounted many spectacular projects which have given us views of distant planets and their
moons, eg Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. However, NASA is also using space technology to
explore the surface of planet Earth (as reported in an article by Dr Christine Sulton and Dr
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David Smith in New Scientist 16 October 1980, p163) and a particular joint project with several
other Agencies is concerned with the study of Earth's dynamics, with emphasis on the motions
of its surface layer. This project has arisen from a desire to understand the mechanism of
earthquakes and perhaps predict their occurrence. The current theory of the Earth's crustal
movement is that of plate tectonics. This supposes that a number of rigid plates are moving
relative to one another on a more plastic layer below; earthquakes usually occur at the plate
boundaries, often when the edges of 2 plates that are at first interlocked suddenly slip past one
another, releasing large amounts of stored energy.

Clearly, very accurate surveying methods are needed to detect such movements, and
conventional surveying techniques are often limited by how far surveyors can see, so that errors
may accumulate when measuring large distances, particularly in mountain regions. Two
techniques can overcome this limitation and can measure distances from 100km to the Earth's
diameter in 'one go' with an accuracy of about 5cm.

The first method is laser ranging which involves directing a laser pulse at a reflector in space
and measuring the time it takes to travel from Earth and back, which gives the distance to the
reflector. If the measurement is repeated from several places on the Earth's surface and the
reflector's orbit and timing are known, the relative distance between the points on the Earth's
surface can be calculated. In 1976, NASA launched its Laser Geodynamics Satellite
(LAGEOS), designed specifically for laser ranging, which is a 60cm 'golfball' covered with 426
corner-cube reflectors which return any optical signal received back to its source on Earth. The
orbit has been very accurately determined and a large number of ground stations set up
including a transportable laser ranging station which can be driven or flown to required
locations.

The second technique being used belongs to radio-astronomy and involves the use of radio
telescopes, a number of which at different locations view the same distant object, such as a
quasar beyond our galaxy. The sets of waves arriving from the distant object will have slightly
different phases at the various telescopes. These phase differences are related to the different
distances apart of the telescopes, which can be determined. Mobile and fixed observation sites
are in use and this method is being compared with the laser ranging technique.

The major. priority for the project is the study of the crustal movements across the San
Andreas Fault, where the Pacific plate and the North American plate are moving relative to one
another. Since 1972, 2 laser stations, one in San Diego and one in Quincy on opposite sides of
the fault, have measured the 900km distance between them at 2 year intervals. The distance
appears to have decreased by 60cm in this time, about 8cm/annum. However the location of the
movement is not revealed by this measurement and it would be necessary to have many more
laser stations situated along the fault to give the necessary detail required.

Satellite observations of the earth's shape Artificial Satellites have also made possible a
more accurate determination of the Earth's shape, the so-called geoid or sea level surface shape.
It has been known for some while that this is not a perfect sphere but is flattened slightly at the
poles due to the Earth's rotational motion. The precise orbits of the satellites round the Earth are
related to the shape of the geoid-the asymmetry of the Earth produces oscillations of several

102 Height of the geoid section of the Earth

relative to a spheroid offlattening 1/298.25

(reproduced from 'New Scientist'

31/7/1980, original material by

D. G. King-Hele and G. E. Cook)
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kilometres in the distance between the satellite and the Earth's centre. These oscillations can be
measured and used to compute the asymmetry as shown in the accompanying diagram. The
Earth's shape departs from that of a spheroid with Rattening 1/298.25 by an appreciable
amount, the North Pole being raised by about 17m and the outh Pole being depressed by 28m.
There is a corresponding thinning and fattening above and below the equator respectively. The
results arc claimed to be accurate to within! metre up to latitudes of 86°. Heights of mountains
are normally related to the supposed sea level at the point in question; however, these results
show that the distance of this sea level from the centre of the Earth may be slightly different to
that originally supposed and also that this centre of the newly determined geoid doe not
correspond precisely with the old.

The International Karakoram Project In the summer of 1980, the Royal Geographical
Society mounted an international expedition to the Karakoram, as described in tW &itn/ist (6
November 1980, p374) by Robert Muir Wood. The Karakoram can be regarded a the
cornerstone of the major A ian mountain ranges and as such is the focu ofcrustal activity which
has caused the e ranges to be formed, ie the collision of the Indian and Asian continental plates.
This event is still in progress and on a geological timescale things arc happening very quickly;
the Karakoram may thus be regarded a onc of the world's most transient land cape. For this
reason it is an ideal subject for those wishing to study the various effects of mountain building
proce ses and their side effects.

The Project was in fact a collection of 5 independent research programmes initiated by 14
British universities. The first 2 were connected and involved a study of earthquakes and
continental deformation and a study of glacier thickness in the Karakoram. The third derived
from the earthquake studies and was an analysis of the reaction of communities in the region to
earthquake hazards. The fourth project dealt with the surveying problems resulting from
movements of the terrain, such as ice sheets or on a longer time scale, the movement of the
Earth' surface. It appears that a resurvey of this part of the Earth's surface may quantify the
movement of the Indian plate into the Asian. It is suggested that the distance from Rawalpindi
to Tashkent ha decreased by about 2 metres in the past 67 years. The fifth project was a
geomorphological study of the mountain to measure and correlate the history of their erosion.

The KarakoraJ1l Highway formed the axi for the Project's activities. eismographic stations
were set up along the Highway and at various points to either side. Three of the community
hazard surveys were carried out at or near the Highway. Ice thickness measurements were made
on the Ghulkin and Hispar Glaciers and the Hunza Valley was mapped by geomorphologists
and surveyors. The Project invited Pakistani and Chinese scientists to join it and thus was an
international operation. Getting the Project started involved considerable diploniacy due to the
past suspicions raised by previous American attempts to plant listening devices in the
Himalaya. To discourage such suspicions, the equipment to be u cd was displayed at a
preliminary conference in Islamabad which however did not prevent some weeks later one
unattended seismograph from attracting a military guard. Pravda aI 0 commented unfavourably
on the Project, implying that it had been instigated by the CIA. The Project had wished to have
access along the Karakoram Highway as far as the Khunjerab Pa s on the Chinese border, and
although this was finally promised after high level talks which involved General Zia, Pakistan's
military ruler, it was never followed up by low level permis ion from the bureaucrat. In fact, in
spite of the difficulties experienced in the field, due to equipment problems, illness and injury,
the things which came nearest to defeating the aims of the Project were the political and
bureaucratic realities.

The last Ice Age in the British Isles In a review article in Na/uT< 280199 (1979),j. B. Sissons
discusses the last very cold period, known as the Loch Lomond Stadial, which apparently
occurred about 10000 radiocarbon years ago. The effect of this period was very pronounced and
varied due to the varied relief, the maritime location and the extent of the Polar water around the
British Isles. Of particular interest is the detailed map indicating where glaciers were formed in
the Lake District. Th~se numbered 64 including many small cirque glaciers but also valley
glaciers up to 5km long, eg in upper Borrowdale. Moraines now mark the limits of the majority
of these glaciers. In spite of their number, these glaciers covered a small area of only 55km' with
a combined volume ofonly 3.3km '. This was in total contrast to the very large accumulations of
ice in the Western Highlands of Scotland. Its ice shed altitude attained 850-90001 with
numerous mountains appearing above its surface. Over Rannoch Moor, the thickness exce,eded
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400m and in the Great Glen reached 600m. The Loch Lomond Glacier had a volumeof80km' far
exceedingall the Lake District glaciers in size. In the SE Grampiansone icecap exceeded 65k':" in
size while in the central Grampians one of 360km' developed. However in COntrast the E
highlands were relatively free of ice; the Monadliath Mountains contained only 2, although
large areas of ground exceeded 600m in height. In the Cairngorms only 3 out of 7 cirques at
IOOOm contained glaciers.

Open tundra vegetation prevailed with dwarf birches being common. Pollens from a wide
variety of plants have been identified and these are typical of open ground and disturbed
soils-in many places the low carbon content of deposits indicates almost complete destruction
of soils. This and other evidence gained from studies of fluvial and marine deposits and the like
enable a picture of the prevailing climate to be built up. Suggested mean July temperatures are
10°C for S England and 7.5°C for the Lake District, 7°C for the SW Grampians and 6°C for the
SE Grampians. Since discontinuous permafrost was present, ie a mean annual temperature of
-1°C or less, these figures imply a larger annual temperature range than is currently the case.
Possible reasons for this include greater differences in the amounts of summer and winter
radiation reaching the top of the atmosphere, the smaller area of the onh Sea (which probably
froze in winter) and the ice sheet which covered most of Scandinavia. The disposition ofglaciers
and hence the areas of greatest snowfall seem to indicate that depressions followed a more
southerly track than is the case at the present.

The radiocarbon dating results show that the maximum cold period occurred 10800-10300
years before the present (BP). These figures largely derive from carbon containing deposits, and
can show wide variations depending on where precisely the deposit was found. ormally the
organic material immediately under the bottom mineral layer formed during the cold period in
present or former lakes is examined to indicate the beginning of the cold period. Often there
would be a lag in the vegetational response and hence a delay in the cessation of organic
sedimentation which would tend to lead to radiocarbon dates younger than the causative
climatic change. Similarly, dates for the end of the cold period will be too young. Other evidence
indicates that the decline in temperature began about 2000 years earlier ie around
12000BP-precise dating for different parts of the country still requires further work to clear up
a number of anomalies in the detailed results.

Pipeline across the Zagros Mountains The construction oflong pipelines over wild terrain is
fairly commonplace nowadays, and some have had publicity in recent years eg the pipeline
which takes the oil southwards from the fields at Prudhoe in Alaska. The building of a much
smaller pipeline in rather different country is described in Metal Construction Uanuary 1980, p24)
by Theodore Mathias. This is the 436km Iranian crude oil pipeline from the fields at Marun
near Abadan to the new refinery at Esfahan, which runs over the Zagros Mountains. Formerly
pipelines from these oil fields to N Iran took a much longer route round the N end of the
mountains. This new pipeline on the other hand runs directly over the Zagros range. It rises
from the field, which is almost at sea level (45m) to the Shalamzar range of the Zagros (2719m)
and falis to the Esfahan refinery at 1000m. Six pumping stations are required. The line
comprises an initial suction stage from the Marun field to the first pumping station (5km x
36in), a 235km x 30in main line to the sixth pumping station and a 195km x 33in main line
from the sixth station to the refinery. The hydraulic profile of the pipe is extremely jagged as it
follows the mountain ranges and valleys, so that the total height up which oil has to be pumped is
very much greater than the maximum height of2719m. Five major rivers had to be crossed by a
double line, the main line going under the river bed and a bypass line for emergencies on an
overhead crossing, usually with a 60m suspended span.

The pipe was produced in 12.5m lengths which were normally automatically welded into
pairs of25m for laying where the terrain and transport facilities allowed. In the field, the pieces
of pipe were manually welded, 27000 joints being required in all, 45 qualified welders being
employed during the peak ofconstruction. Great care was taken over quality control, both of the
individual pipe lengths during manufacture and of the welds made in the field, the latter being
inspected by radiographic methods. Eventually the pipeline was divided into 26 sections for
hydrostatic testing at 1.25 x design pressure. On the higher sections of the route, construction
was not carried on during the winter period from ovember to March when snow covered the
ground. Because of the rough terrain a large proportion of the pipe had to be bent, resulting in
over'3200 points of angle intersection. Where bending requirements exceeded the allowable
limit of 11 0, deep cutS had to be made which required blasting-this utilised some 1000 tons of
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explosive. The pipe took 21 months to construct and was finished at tbe end ofJanuary 1978.
The right of way can be seen from Marun to Esfahan, a 25m wide strip with a one metre

crown indicating where the pipe is buried. To mark the line, 3000 yellow 'mushroom' markers
have been installed alongside the crown, each showing the distance from the start. Villagers in
the Zagros have happily adopted the new' bridges' provided by the overhead crossings over 5
wide and formerly impassable rivers.

Earth Sensing from orbit-a correction Bill Putnam has kindly written to us to point out an
error in our Notes last year (A) 85 240). It was stated that as a result of Nimbus Satellite
measurements, it had proved necessary to move the charted position of Mount Siple 2° to the
W, and that this amounted to 222km. He points out that this latter figure would only be true if
this mountain was located on the Equator; the correct distance would thus only be about a tenth
of this amount, a much smaller discrepancy than was indicated in our text.

Cambridge Mount Kenya Expedition We have been kindly sent details of this expedition,
which had scientific objectives. Its main aim was to make detailed studies of the microclimate on
Mount Kenya and relate this to the distribution ofGiant Lobelia and Giant Senecio in the alpine
zone. The work was carried out by 5 expedition members during 6 weeks in the summer of 1980
(July/August). Landsat imagery obtained from the remote sensing facility in Nairobi and maps
and aerial photographs from the Survey of Kenya were used. In selected areas, continuous
temperature measurements were made at thr intervals, 40cm and 5cm above the ground and
10cm below at individual points. These readings were supplemented with manual
measurements at other sites. Relative humidity measurements were also made as were wind
speed measurements and estimations of cloud cover. Some specific methods were devised for
estimating the required plant distributions. Detailed analysis of the data was not complete, but it
was hoped to make detailed correlations between the plant distributions and the climatic data.
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